I. A MORAL THEORY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Tadros spends most of TEH developing an argument for what is first and foremost a moral, as opposed to a political, theory of criminal punishment. Thus, he implicitly rejects the oft--encountered claim that sound argument about criminal law and punishment must remain confined to the realm of state and law-or, more broadly, to distinctively political theorizing. 2 His argument builds on the assumption that paradigmatic crimes involve culpable wrongdoing that causes harm to one or more individual victims. If murders, rapes, assaults, burglaries, frauds, and torture are punishable crimes, it is primarily because they harm * Associate Professor at Osgoode Hall Law School, and Member of the Graduate Faculty of the Department of Philosophy, York University, Toronto. Thanks are owed to Mohamad Al-Hakim, Vincent Chiao, and Hamish Stewart for discussing and challenging many ideas contained in this essay in the context of a reading group focusing on The Ends of Harm. I would also like to thank Vincent Chiao, Kimberly Ferzan and Victor Tadros for their written comments on an earlier version.
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OSGOODE CLPE RESEARCH PAPER SERIES [VOL. 08 NO.07] individuals, in violation of our duty not to harm others. And like other duties that ground his overall theory-such as the duty not to use people as means, and to rescue them from harm-the duty not to harm others is fundamentally moral, in the sense of being pre--political. The criminal law merely builds on it, specifies it, and coordinates its enforcement. Thus, what TEH seeks to offer is a justificatory story about criminal law and punishment that starts from first principles, and resists any temptation to run ahead hurriedly to a later 'political' point, artificially segregated from the deep and complex reality of morality, broadly understood.
And deep and complex morality is, with the morality of harming forming no exception. So complex, in fact, that Tadros concedes that even able philosophers will often have a hard time getting it right in the details. For example, if, as he assumes, it is generally wrong to intentionally harm someone in a way that disrespects her status as an autonomous agent, one may wonder whether some motivations for harming people may mark sufficient respect for this status to make harming permissible. Tadros thinks there are such motivations. Thus, he holds that it is permissible for the driver of an unstoppable trolley to divert it in a way that kills one person instead of the five towards which it was originally heading-insofar, he insists, as the driver diverts the trolley on the basis of the appropriate status--conferring features of the five people saved. Yet, he is unsure what specific status--conferring features the driver must have in mind when diverting the trolley, as well as how exactly these features must figure in her motivational make--up. The guidance he provides is minimal, and mostly illustrative. So, he tells us, diverting the trolley in order to kill the one, for personal glory, or to preserve those whom the driver merely understands as rare flowers or God's artworks would not pass muster. Remarkably, though, instead of seeking to provide a deeper explanation, he then quickly concedes that questions about permissible motivations and value--conferring features of human beings are notoriously difficult and subject to profound disagreements. He even asserts that these disagreements may be such as to require "criminal law and moral judgement" to "come apart sharply." Unlike morality, he continues, "The criminal law is not in the business of investigating the full motivational structure that guided the defendant's decision in deciding to do what he did." 3 Coming from someone who promises a rather continuous story between the ordinary morality of harming and its instantiation in the institutional context of the criminal law, this suggestion comes as somewhat of a surprise. If deep motivational make--ups are part of the structure of moral wrongs like murder and assault, and criminal law is concerned with the condemnation and punishment of some such wrongs, should Tadros not strive to provide a clearer moral picture? Indeed, isn't such a picture necessary if grave moral errors of judgment, condemnation, and punishment at the hands of the criminal law are to be avoided? In TEH, Tadros sidesteps the challenge by taking hasty refuge in 5 VICTOR'S JUSTICE: THE NEXT BEST MORAL THEORY OF CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT? institutional considerations: of neutrality of the state in the face of deep disagreements, of individual privacy in the face of the might of the law, and of conflicting functions of criminal justice including not only condemnation of wrongdoing, but optimal deterrence. Yet, the nature of his project begs the question of whether there is a more basic, pre--institutional moral story about the proper limits of the relationship between a person's deep motivations and wrongdoing. Unfortunately for Tadros, his failure to investigate this possibility, and his readiness to justify criminal law in terms of separate institutional considerations, expose him to attacks from theorists who are determined to affirm that criminal law theory must have a political, as opposed to a more general moral, starting point.
I say "unfortunately" because, in spite of sporadic inconsistencies such as this one, 4 TEH evidences an outstanding effort to uncover the deep objective morality in which criminal law and punishment may find their basic justification. Of course, when it comes to harm, so--called political considerations may never loom far behind. After all, the justification for the modern state is commonly thought to rest, at least in part, on its ability to shield its citizens from harm. At one point, Tadros even provocatively muses that there may be a special, state--based "duty of equality that we owe our fellow citizens [and which] gives rise to a stronger duty to punish than the duty that is based simply on the universal duty to rescue," in which he otherwise grounds his argument in TEH. 5 Still, it is universal moral duties that take the center stage in the book.
As Tadros understands them, universal duties apply both outside and inside the context of the state. They also apply to the state just as they apply to ordinary individualsa contention that, despite what some politically--leaning theorists may claim, is all but mysterious. If, as Tadros suggests, modern states essentially boil down to large groups of individuals acting in concert to fulfill certain tasks, duties on the state can simply be understood as duties that these individuals share amongst themselves. 6 One might legitimately question whether such radical methodological individualism about the state does not leave out an important part of the moral picture. I am alluding here to the part according to which the modern state may also be a corporate moral agent in its own right, with moral duties that it may violate in ways that are irreducible to violations by its individual members. 7 Still, according to both of these accounts, Tadros's claim that applications of universal moral duties to the state are merely particular applications-no different in kind from applications to ordinary individuals-remains highly plausible. 
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what the state decides must ultimately carry the day. 10 As Tadros suggests, a helpful way of averting this kind of mistake is to conceive of the state as an instrument whose primary purpose is to assist individuals in realizing moral duties that they would not be able to fulfill, or fulfill as well, without it. When the nature or contours of such duties are controversial, the state may assist us by specifying them and their ramifications, as well as by coordinating their application, through its law. In fact, the state may often be under a rule--of--law duty to do so. At times, the state may also facilitate our conformity with duties by undertaking to fulfill them on our behalf. Still, state action is always open to moral scrutiny. The state may get things wrong, and may sometimes get them so wrong that it would be better for us to disregard completely its claimed attempts at assistance.
So, Tadros argues, insofar as culpable wrongdoers have an enforceable duty to submit themselves to punishment, insofar as we all have a duty to see to it that they are punished as a means of deterring further wrongdoing, and to the extent that the state can perform such actions more justly and effectively than individuals, it may well be that we should defer (and, in many cases, contribute) to it doing so. Yet, the possibility always remains that a state's punishment practices are so unjust or so ineffective that "individual punishment will be […] preferable to state punishment," because it is more just or more effective. 11 Tadros enjoins us to exercise caution. It will likely be very unusual for ordinary individuals' acts of punishment to be more just and more effective than states' punishments-even those of relatively unjust states-given the significantly more limited means of inquiry, publicity, sanction, etc., at individuals' disposal. Moreover, given the importance of long--term stability to a just society and the threat that widespread individual acts of punishment may pose to it, the threshold of state injustice and ineffectiveness for such acts to be justified will generally be exceptionally high. Here, one might wonder whether Tadros does not set this threshold too high: does he not underestimate that destabilization is sometimes required to remedy important state wrongdoing and foment the basis for justified rebellion? Regardless, his deeper point remains. Like inflictions of harm by ordinary individuals, state--imposed harm in punishment requires general moral justification.
II. THE GRAND AMBITIONS OF VICTOR'S JUSTICE
As morally discerning as Tadros's theoretical approach may be in TEH, as evidenced by the countless practical distinctions on which he is able to shed light, there is at least one general aspect in which it is not. I am referring to his tendency to articulate his argument in terms of one overarching moral metric, namely, justice. This tendency, reminiscent of grand value--monist theories that assume the pervasive possibility of correct moral answers to apparent moral dilemmas and uniquely optimal social arrangements, generates some awkward tensions in his account. For one thing, even if injustice is often wrong-such that 8 OSGOODE CLPE RESEARCH PAPER SERIES [VOL. 08 NO.07] it is "normally wrong to breach a just regulation" 12 -not all wrongdoing is an injustice. What is wrong with rape, torture, or enslavement is normally not that such forms of conduct are unjust, at least if we adhere to the common understanding of the domain of justice as concerned with allocative moral questions, such as who is to get what and how much of it. 13 Indeed, there are normally no questions, either of a comparative or non--comparative nature, to be asked about who should be raped, about the proper grounds of enslavement, or about how much one should be tortured. There are normally no such questions because these forms of conduct are simply inhumane and, except perhaps in some rare tragic scenarios, the mere asking of allocative questions about them denotes moral confusion or, worse, grave insensitivity. 14 Here, I am not accusing Tadros of inhumanity, since he himself contends that what is fundamentally wrong with, say, rape is that it uses an individual in a way that disrespects her intrinsic value as an autonomous being. 15 Rather, I am rejecting the propensity of what I will call "Victor's justice" to conflate distinct moral issues, such as sheer inhumane treatment and morally deficient allocations. 16 In fact, Victor's justice is so capacious that one could perhaps be forgiven for mistakenly confusing it with morality writ large. I say that one would be mistaken in straightforwardly equating the two, since, in TEH, Tadros is mostly concerned with duties which, although central to morality, constitute only one type of moral reasons-alongside, for example, pro tanto moral reasons. Still, the moral ambitions of Victor's justice are sweeping. "[A] just world," he insists, is really nothing less than "a world where everyone abides by their moral obligations." 17 Statements of this sort are the source of much obfuscating inflation in TEH. A world in which all would abide by their moral duties not to rape or torture would certainly be a more humane world and, ceteris paribus, a morally better world. Yet, it would not necessarily be a more just world since, as I suggested, conformity with such duties generally involves no allocative moral issues. Even John Rawls, who makes more of justice than most in his work, is not as expansive as Tadros in his views. That is, even he makes clear that there is value in 9 VICTOR'S JUSTICE: THE NEXT BEST MORAL THEORY OF CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT?
conceiving of justice as a distinctive virtue, despite famously considering it to be "the first virtue" of social institutions. 18 Thus, for Rawls, a perfectly just society is not a society in which everyone abides by their moral duties writ large, but a society where duties of justice are strictly complied with. 19 True, like Tadros's understanding of justice, Rawls's is exclusively deontic, and neglects the possibility that we might have reasons to be just over and beyond the call of duty. Unlike Tadros's, though, his understanding has the advantage of leaving the door open for a somewhat more textured and nuanced understanding of morality (despite its more institutional focus). It allows for a morality in which both justice--based and non--justice--based duties, such as duties of sheer humanity, may coexist and, sometimes, even conflict irreconcilably-say, in tragic situations where the only way to be just would be inhumane, or the only way to be humane would be unjust.
While some may want to dismiss this point of disagreement as a mere conceptual quibble, it does color Tadros's entire argument. For example, he contends that when William successfully assaults David, what is saliently wrong about his conduct is that he has harmed David unjustly. 20 Insofar as an assault is partly constituted by the harm it occasions, one can see why it may be tempting to understand its wrongfulness along the spectrum of injustice. After all, one may think, harm, understood as a morally significant setback to interests, might be allocated. It might be allocated by courts which treat it as a cost to be endured by a specific individual or shared by many. It may also be allocated by soldiers who impose it on enemies. Even ordinary self--defenders might allocate it when they opt to harm their assailants to avoid harm to themselves. Still, when harm is incurred as a result of human agency, and a suggestion is made that it was occasioned by wrongdoing, a question always arises about the kind, or ground, of wrongdoing at issue. Since the breach of a duty of justice is only one possible such ground, one might then query whether it is really the best way to understand the wrongfulness of assault. Should the wrongfulness of a random assault on the street, as in the case of William's attack on David, really be distilled to an allocative defect, either primarily or at all? The fact that many assaults-understood as non--consensual intentional impositions of force-do not even result in significant harm certainly ought to give one pause.
Tadros's uncompromising insistence on framing such issues as issues of justice is question--begging. Why persist in defending such a generic categorization even in the face of counter--intuitive implications? One way to go about answering this question is to inquire into the place of justice in his argument. What seems clear is that Tadros's overall project is not to produce a refined treatment of the virtue of justice and its correct application. While the concept is omnipresent, it is not subject to any sustained analysis. Rather, Tadros seems intent on developing a general framework for assessing the moral permissibility and obligatoriness of deliberate inflictions of harm, both at the hands of ordinary individuals and states. While the ultimate focus of the argument is on punishment, other inflictions of 10 OSGOODE CLPE RESEARCH PAPER SERIES [VOL. 08 NO.07] harm in self--defense, armed combat, compensation, and so forth, also fall squarely within its remit. Thus, it is not too farfetched to posit that what Tadros primarily wants to demystify in TEH is that part of morality that bears on individual and state--based allocations of harm. In fact, his goal seems to be to elucidate it as a unified and seamlessly coherent allocative system, of which "criminal justice" only forms one systemic subpart continuous with the rest.
Many aspects of Tadros's argument are consistent with this understanding of his project. For example, in light of the tremendous social resources and other human costs required for the development and maintenance of modern institutions of criminal law and punishment, he insists that their justification must be assessed in light of possible alternatives. "Suppose," he ponders, "that expanding the system of compensation would make people better off than the criminal justice system, using the same resources." 21 Were this to be case, he suggests, institutions of criminal law and punishment would likely become impermissible as channels of harm allocation. For Tadros, this direct comparison is morally intelligible, because the imposition of harm in punishment is only one possible way of remedying harm that wrongdoers inflict on others.
No doubt, punishment is a distinctive form of remediation. Punishments aim to inflict harm, and the harm aimed at is often particularly significant. Punishments also tend to have a strong condemnatory aspect. Thus, the practice is inevitably harsh, and its justification is generally held to require outstandingly robust safeguards for those who may suffer it. 22 Indeed, as Tadros stresses, we tend to think of punitive allocations of harm to innocents who have no obligation to incur it, or to wrongdoers in disproportion of their deeds, as especially unjust. 23 It is unsurprising, then, that he holds punishment to be justified only when other forms of remediation would be insufficient or unavailable, and the moment of justified pre--emptive defense against harm has passed. Still, he insists that punishment primarily constitutes a means of remedying harm that must be understood along the same moral continuum as compensation. Punishments remedy harms wrongfully inflicted by harming wrongdoers in ways that prevent further impositions of such harms on their victims. I will come back to this part of the argument in the next section. For now, my aim is simply to make plain Tadros's overall goal of accounting for criminal punishment as one tool amongst many for allocating harm, as part of a wider attempt to systematize the whole morality of harming under the umbrella of justice.
This novel approach has important costs, one of which is what is lost, and perhaps confused, by assuming that all strands of the morality of harming are ultimately concerned with, and can be reconciled under, the value of justice. What about the possibility that competing harm--related desiderata-say, humanity and justice-may, as suggested earlier, conflict in incommensurable ways? Does Tadros's unifying tendency not threaten to occult such critical conflicts? No doubt, there is a certain explanatory appeal to the tidiness of an approach according to which there is only ever one big moral puzzle to be assembled, as opposed to countless smaller ones that may not fit together neatly. Still, one cannot help but worry: does such an approach not run the risk of creating a false impression that perfect conciliation of competing values is always possible? At the broader level of social arrangements such as those of the criminal law, does it not run the risk of nurturing illusory promises of more uniquely optimal institutions and practices than are morally achievable?
I am unsure whether Tadros truly conceives of the morality of harming as a seamlessly unified system in which practical conflicts and dilemmas are only superficially apparent, and ultimately resolvable in a uniquely correct way. That said, in TEH, Tadros's justice--driven reconciling instincts are dominant. Consider Kant's oft--cited hypothetical scenario in which two equally--situated shipwrecked sailors struggle to survive by climbing on the sole remaining floating plank, which can only support one of them. One might think that due to a conflict of incommensurables-by hypothesis, two equally--situated livesmorality's guidance remains indeterminate as between them. Either each sailor is tragically bound to let go of the plank or act wrongly, all things considered, or each is equally permitted to use pre--emptive force against the other. Tadros denies the existence of any such irresolvable symmetrical tension, insisting that a uniquely just resolution must be possible. What morality requires, he argues, is "to find a fair mechanism" for resolving the apparent conflict, "such as tossing a coin." 24 One might question whether resort to chance by flipping a coin is really more just than leaving the outcome to be decided by the relative strengths bestowed on the protagonists by the fortunes of nature. For all I know, with some argument, Tadros might even be convinced that it is not, and that his egalitarian intuitions can at least sometimes be accommodated in the latter case. For example, it could be argued that luck often has as much to do with one's physical endowments as with the result of a coin toss. However, my main point is that, to persuade Tadros, the argument would likely have to be articulated in terms of the answer that justice requires, either substantively or procedurally.
I say "likely," because Tadros's elevation of justice to the rank of master moral value is perhaps not as absolute as I make it to be. Justice is certainly a touchstone of his understanding of morality, but he also concedes at various points that it may have to take a back seat if something like a deadly nuclear explosion were to result from strict adherence to it. Then again, Tadros may simply be a threshold deontologist who, barring the heavens falling in such a way, is absolutely committed to a justice--based morality. Admittedly, he does sometimes muse about the "rare" possibility of less extreme practical conflicts, involving the possibility of harming, for which there is no uniquely correct moral resolution. Such conflicts may exist when they are "either just" in themselves or, more 12 OSGOODE CLPE RESEARCH PAPER SERIES [VOL. 08 NO.07] revealingly, when they are "in another way valuable." 25 The sport of boxing may be such a case, given its instrumental entertainment value, and the intrinsic value residing in the displays of skill and strength involved. Still, one wonders whether the sport's requirement that all boxers consent, within defined parameters, to being harmed may not allow him to recharacterize boxing as a just form of entertainment or as a just display of forceful skillswere he to be pressed on this issue in light of the current discussion.
So it is unclear just how absolutely committed Tadros is to justice as the ultimate moral metric. What seems incontrovertible, though, is that he is strongly committed to articulating his argument in broad unifying terms. So far, I have conveyed my discomfort with this approach fairly generally. I now want to lay out some concerns specifically directed at how he develops his theory of punishment in light of this commitment.
III. THE NEXT BEST JUSTIFICATION OF PUNISHMENT?
Tadros labels his theory of punishment "the duty view" because of its grounding in the duties that he understands wrongdoers to incur as a result of their wrongdoing. The theory takes roots in a self--defensive scenario akin to the following. 26 Suppose that Anna wrongfully hires a hit man to shoot off Blake's right arm and leg. Tadros argues that it would be permissible for Blake to pull Anna in front of him to use her as a shield against her hit man's bullets, insofar as this maneuver is necessary for him to avoid being seriously harmed. Blake is permitted do so because Anna has a general duty not to harm him, and the only way for her to fulfill that duty is now to shield him from the threat she culpably created. Normally, Tadros concedes, it is impermissible intentionally to use someone else as a means to a further goal, such as self--protection-and perhaps even more starkly so if that someone is to be seriously harmed in the process. However, he does not think this categorical prohibition is exceptionless: it does not extend to cases where the person to be harmfully used already has an enforceable duty to fulfill the further goal in question, such as an enforceable duty to provide protection.
Tadros maintains that Anna's duty to shield Blake from her hit man's bullets is one such enforceable duty, given the seriousness of the harm that Blake would incur were she to fail to discharge her duty, and the improbability that he could be compensated adequately ex post facto. To be sure, while innocent bystanders may sometimes have enforceable duties to rescue people from harm, such duties tend not to extend to shielding people from bullets. They do not extend to such heroic feats because of the considerable personal costs-including harm to self-that are likely to be incurred in the process. However, a culpable wrongdoer like Anna generally cannot complain of such costs. She cannot complain because these costs would be incurred as part of preventing the realization of a threat that she had a duty not to create, chose to create, could have avoided creating at no moral costs to herself, and now has a derivative duty to negate-barring which, the person to whom the duty is owed will suffer serious harm, unlikely to be adequately compensated. In other words, once Anna cannot call off the wrongful hit that she culpably ordered, she is under a duty to do the next best thing-namely, to shield Blake from it-and Blake is permitted to harm her to enforce it. Now, suppose that the hit man is successful and Blake's right arm and leg have been shot off. Tadros maintains that Anna's duty not to harm him is not extinguished as a result. Rather, her duty becomes a duty to do what is now the next best thing. What is that? Tadros's answer, which lies at the core of his theory of punishment, is rather unexpected. Suppose that Claire attacks Blake and is about to shoot off his other arm and leg. Tadros thinks that since Anna now cannot stand in the way of, or otherwise undo, the harm she occasioned, she owes it to Blake to protect him from relevantly similar harming. Thus, protecting Blake from Claire's attack is the next best thing Anna can do. It is the next best thing, since it would put Blake in as close as possible a position as the one in which he would have been had Anna initially complied with her duty. Had Anna not ordered the shooting of Blake's right arm and leg, he would only have incurred harm to his left arm and leg at Claire's hands. Thus, all else being equal, by protecting Blake from Claire, Anna ensures that Blake will only have incurred harm to one arm and one leg, almost as if she had not attacked him.
Here, Tadros again argues that were Anna to be unwilling or unable to rescue Blake in this way, the latter would be permitted to harm her to get her to do her duty to protect him. He would be permitted to do so given the enforceable character of Anna's duty to bear that degree of harm-assuming, once again, that performance of her duty is necessary to protect him from great harm and that other compensation would be either inadequate or unlikely to be forthcoming. In other words, Blake would be permitted to harmfully use Anna for protection if that were the only way to remedy, or rectify, the harm that she wrongfully caused to him. Tadros presents this explanation as the foundation of what he calls his remedial justification of punishment. Punishment, one may think, consists in the intentional infliction of harm to someone in response to wrongdoing (or, at least, to what is alleged, even if disingenuously, to constitute wrongdoing). At the core of Tadros's argument is the thought that such a practice can be justified as a means of compelling actual wrongdoers to remedy the harm they culpably occasioned to their victims.
As I said, though, the decision to ground this argument in the principle of "next best" conformity to reasons is surprising. It is surprising since, historically, champions of this principle of rationality have been staunchly opposed to its extension to punishment. Articulated in deontic terms, to mirror Tadros's own understanding, the principle stands for the proposition that when we fail to conform to a duty that we owe someone, and it is too late to reverse course and conform, we still owe that person something. We owe it to her to put her back, so far as we can, in the position in which she would have been had we conformed with our primary duty. To paraphrase Joseph Raz, we incur a secondary duty to compensate her-insofar as compensation is understood as rendering an equivalence, or 14 OSGOODE CLPE RESEARCH PAPER SERIES [VOL. 08 NO.07] as near an equivalence as can be, to the performance of the primary duty. 27 Thus, when the primary duty breached is a duty not to harm others, a question always arises about how the duty violator (aka wrongdoer) can best compensate his victim for the harm she incurred. This question is a question of corrective justice-that is to say, a question about whether and how the wrongdoer should seek to "make--up" for his failure to conform to the duty he owed his victim and, thus, attempt to counteract his deed. This way of thinking about punishment fits seamlessly within Tadros's overall justice--based approach. Still, any attempt to characterize the justification of punishment as a question of corrective justice encounters powerful objections.
The most oft--cited objection is that, unlike compensation, punishment is not something that the wrongdoer owes, because it is not something that the wrongdoer can give. In John Gardner's words, "It is something that is inflicted upon him by others, and the norms regulating it belong, in the final analysis, to their normative position and not to his." 28 This punishment--cannot--be--given (PCBG) objection is overkill, and must be considerably refined if it is to have any bite against Tadros's argument. For example, one may conceivably give oneself punishment for breaching a self--regarding duty. Consider the case of Deepti who punishes herself for a broken self--made promise to study diligently for a failed exam by cancelling all her subsequent recreational outings. One may also give oneself punishment for breaching duties owed to others. Thus, a voluntary jump by Anna in the way of Claire's bullets can easily be interpreted as Anna punishing herself for breaching her duty not to harm Blake. The PCBG objection may seem to have more teeth in this latter case. Even if we concede that Anna can give herself punishment by jumping in the way of Claire's bullets, isn't this punishment, by definition, aimed at herself, so that it cannot be given to the person to whom she owes compensation? Not so fast. Insofar as Anna punishes herself as a means of shielding Blake from Claire's bullets, her self--punishment does give Blake something meaningful: it gives him protection against wrongful harm he would otherwise incur. So, Anna's punitive sacrifice may be intended as, and yield, compensation for Blake.
An intuitively more promising focus might be on cases in which the wrongdoer is unwilling or unable to punish herself, so that punishment can only be inflicted on her by a third party. Such cases are the ones that Tadros ultimately wants to justify, since they are relevantly closer to state--imposed criminal punishment. In such scenarios, one might think, punishment is, by definition, not given, but forced upon the wrongdoer. Here again, though, the objection fails since the same might be said of other forms of compensation that are typically not conceived as punitive, such as compensatory pecuniary damages in tort law. Civil defendants may be equally unwilling to pay the pecuniary damages they owe in compensation. When this happens, their payment of damages may be enforced, say, by garnishment of their earnings or bank accounts. The relevant point is that, in both cases, individuals have an enforceable duty to provide compensation in a given way, which undermines the complaint they would otherwise have about being harmfully used for this further goal. Civil defendants must pay the compensatory damages they owe, failing which they may suffer seizure of their assets. Similarly, Tadros tells us, culpable wrongdoers unwilling or unable to prevent further harm to their victims have an enforceable duty to submit to being harmfully used for their protection.
The PCBG objection is only successful, I think, if we understand it as taking issue, more modestly, with Tadros's wider claim that the protection that a wrongdoer owes his victim may be provided by the general deterrence effect of his punishment. His claim takes the following form. If Blake is permitted to harm Anna punitively by forcing her to shield him physically from Claire's bullets, he is also permitted to harm Anna in different ways that would deter Claire from attacking him altogether. For example, Blake may punish Anna in ways that will lead Claire to fear sufficiently that he would punish her in the same way, were she to attack him, that she will opt to desist from it. The permissibility of such deterrent punishment seems to follow seamlessly from the permissibility of punishment in the forced shielding scenario. Yet, Tadros's claim goes further. He contends that if Blake's punishment of Anna is not aimed at deterring a specific wrongdoer like Claire, but at anybody who, more generally, may wrongfully harm him in a similar way in the future, then he is also permitted to punish her for this reason. He may punish her as a means of general deterrence.
As Tadros notes, the question of general deterrence most often arises in the context of state punishment. That is because general deterrence relies on punishment being public, and states are typically more effective than individuals at ensuring that punishment reaches a wider audience and that this audience believes that it has the power to punish them for future wrongdoing. 29 This point forms part of Tadros's wider argument that, although punishment of a culpable wrongdoer is centrally owed to those whom he has wrongfully harmed, the state is often permitted, and best placed, to act as punisher on their behalf. It may so act either with victims' consent or without it, to the extent that victims have a duty of self--respect to consent to it, or a duty to rescue others from wrongful harm by allowing the state to deter other wrongdoers through punishment (at little cost to the victims themselves). 30 I do not wish to say any more about these arguments, or about Tadros's more complex arguments concerning states' duties to punish wrongdoers and the precedence of their permission to do so. My aim here is merely to note that they all rest primarily on the permissibility of punishing culpable wrongdoers to deter generally further wrongful harm to their victims.
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OSGOODE CLPE RESEARCH PAPER SERIES [VOL. 08 NO.07] Indeed, for Tadros, the protection afforded to victims by the general deterrence effect of state punishment lies at the core of the justification of this institutional practice. In most contemporary societies, he assumes, this effect plays a "powerful" and "significant" role in ensuring that people do not develop inclinations to wrong others. 31 Without it, "many more people" would develop such inclinations, resulting in much more harmful wrongdoing. 32 The problem with such an undefended empirical claim is that it leaves the reader to wonder how measurable the general deterrence effect of specific acts of punishment really is and, insofar it can be measured, how much each punishment really contributes to general deterrence. We may agree with Tadros that the practice of state punishment has at least some general deterrence effect in society. However, if we cannot at least roughly identify how much deterrence, and deterrence of whom, is generated by specific punishments of particular wrongdoers then we cannot assess whether these punishments constitute sufficient remediation for their victims. Although primarily empirical, this problem has serious ramifications for the appeal of Tadros's theory. If, according to the core justificatory case for the punishment of wrongdoers, a punitive act is permissible only when necessary to prevent serious harm to their victims, then we need a plausible way to assess such necessity. Otherwise, we end up with a very abstract, not to say wishful, justificatory case for punishment, not unlike cases grounded in the idea of desert, which Tadros otherwise decries on similar grounds. One way to get around this problem may be to contend that it is the deterrence effect of the practice of punishment as a whole-in which, past a certain point, individual acts of punishment may or may not play a role-that ought to be the locus of assessment. However, this concession would entail that state punishments are not, as Tadros argues, to be justified as ways for each punished wrongdoer to correct his breach of duty, since no actual deterrence may be provided-or "given"-by his specific punishment.
Insofar as Tadros wants to resist this concession, he must answer the following question: do states have a potentially very onerous duty to develop effective systems to assess the probable deterrence effect of each punishment they imposed, and to refrain from punishing whenever this effect is negligible? I believe he would be reluctant to embrace such a possibility, given the considerable other social costs which, he repeatedly emphasizes, must already be expanded to sustain modern institutions of criminal punishment, and the difficulty of monitoring with precision the many subtle and long term effects of these institutions. Rather, his response in TEH seems to be, in part, that, although general deterrence is the only thing that could plausibly justify using significant state resources to develop and maintain institutions of state punishment, it does not provide an exclusive justification for such punishment. Once such institutions are set up, it then becomes permissible to harm wrongdoers in punishment for the further goal of leading them to recognize the wrongfulness of their conduct. 33 Thus, recognition may pick up as a justification where deterrence is missing.
This rejoinder is problematic. First, it is unclear that institutions of state punishment can even be calibrated to ensure that most, let alone all, punitive acts generate sufficient general deterrence to discharge punished wrongdoers' specific duties of protection to their victims. If that is true, then state punishment is markedly deficient as a means of inter partes compensatory remediation. So, recognition may have a lot more justificatory slack to pick up than it can handle-or, at least, that Tadros thinks it can handle-since he holds that "we should not be too confident about the ability of our institutions to achieve recognition and reconciliation. Criminal justice has typically fared very poorly in that regard." 34 So Tadros's recognition argument may not provide sufficient support to his general deterrence argument to prevent him from having to endorse a much more abolitionist stance about state punishment than he otherwise seems willing to do in TEH.
Tadros may have another partial reply up his sleeve, since he also argues that "[i]t is permissible to harm an offender to a greater degree than is necessary fully to compensate the victim for having been wronged." 35 Insofar as he is right, it may be permissible to punish wrongdoers in ways that, generally, have more powerful deterrent effects than mere compensation would allow. While greater punishments will not always translate into greater general deterrence, and greater deterrence does not guarantee that all state punishments of wrongdoers will provide adequate compensation to their specific victims, cases of insufficient inter partes remediation could well be lower as a result. Admittedly, this reply does not answer my objection fully, but it can at least weaken it somewhat.
Unfortunately, the additional claim is also problematic for Tadros's account: it seems to represent an important shift in his argumentative strategy away from his otherwise central concern for the next--best thing that wrongdoers owe their victims. Consider his explanation. If Anna does not bear any significant cost in protecting Blake from Claire's attack-say, she happens to be wearing a bullet--proof outfit-she cannot claim that she has fulfilled her corrective duty to Blake. For she only does what her generic duty to rescue him already requires of her, independently of her wrongdoing. Until Anna incurs a cost that she would not have had a duty to incur were it not for her wrongdoing, her enforceable duty of protection remains. Yet, to whom is this extra duty of protection owed, now that, according to Tadros, Anna, having protected Blake from Claire's attack, has made him virtually as well off as he would have been had he not been wronged by her in the first place? One possibility is that Anna owes it to Blake to provide him with protection against further wrongful harms. Tadros is sympathetic to this possibility, sometimes emphasising that his additional argument is not meant as a substitute for the otherwise 18 OSGOODE CLPE RESEARCH PAPER SERIES [VOL. 08 NO.07] compensatory basis of his theory. Rather, it provides a complementary explanation for why it may sometimes be permissible to punish over and above the cap of compensation. At other times, though, Tadros appears to recognize the pressure that his additional argument puts on his inter partes rectificatory framework. Thus, at the conference leading to this symposium, he suggested that once state punishment of a wrongdoer has fully compensated her victim, any additional deterrence benefits might permissibly be distributed more evenly amongst other potential victims of crime.
Admittedly, Tadros still emphasizes the compensatory basis of punishment. However, when analysed alongside other arguments scattered across TEH, his additional distributive suggestion may also be taken as one of many indications that his commitment to this basis is unstable. For example, he argues that what a culpable wrongdoer owes her victim lessens over time, as "the connection between the person as they are now and the person who committed the offence weakens." 36 This line of argument suggests that the extent of burdens that a wrongdoer may permissibly suffer in punishment is much more central to Tadros's account than actual compensation of her victim. Indeed, were punishment to be extremely costly to the wrongdoer relative to the wrongful harm she inflicted, Tadros would likely hold it to be disproportionate and, thus, impermissible, even if the victim were left uncompensated as a result. As we have seen, Tadros is also adamant that the upper cap of permissible punishment differs from, and will often exceed, compensation. Ergo, how central really is compensation to the justification of punishment?
Tadros's acknowledgment that inchoate wrongdoers may permissibly be punished accentuates this tension. It may be true, as he argues, that at least part of the explanation for why such wrongdoers may be punished is that they bear partial responsibility for the harms that people suffer from other completed crimes. They bear such responsibility because they are a threat to us, a threat that we must expend resources in averting, thus decreasing the resources that we have to prevent other crimes. 37 Yet, since, by definition, inchoate wrongs have no direct victims, it is unclear to whom punishment of such wrongdoers is owed as a next--best thing. If it is owed to society as whole-that is, to all potential victims of crime-then one is again left to wonder whether inter partes compensation really occupies the foundational position that Tadros otherwise claims it does in his theory.
At one point, Tadros even seems to concede inadvertently that a "stronger" justification for state punishment may be grounded in the special duty of equality that citizens owe to each other. 38 For all I know, this alternative argument might allow him to elude my earlier objection linked to general deterrence. That is, he might be able to argue
